
We are trying to communicate with

your children, tickle their curiosity,

kindle their interest and encourage

them to develop their skills, all with a

background of positivity and

ambition to realize their dreams.

A lateral development program, it is

not our intention to disrupt their

school work or make them feel

uncomfortable with the series of

thoughts and perspectives that they

may be exposed to.

We are creating a nurturing, inclusive

atmosphere where children can safely

explore the wonderful world of art

and creative expression, develop

confidence and an interest in their

activities.

Drawing them out of syllabus, we will

encourage their thought and

application of knowledge, backed

with a variety of emotions and

reasons to do things.

With Kind Regards,

K Karthik
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Activities

Music

Art

Dance

Recital

Writing

Oration

Debate

Meditation

Yoga

Pranayama

Values Education

Cooking

Puzzle Solving

YieldMore.org
simply love

Learn

Heal

Share

Emote

Express

Love

Yield More

“We commit ourselves to personal

growth and self-expression and

encourage people to discover

the joy of living inspired

purposeful lives.”

K Karthik

web: yieldmore.org/tarangini/

email: tarangini@yieldmore.org

mobile: +91-9444053531



Movements - causes we care

about.

Curation - the best songs, books,

movies and poems we’ve

accumulated. With excerpts and

summaries.

Express - Creative writing and the

expression of healthy world-views.

Ideas - ideas of import from

religions, metaphysics and

philosophy.

Promote - Helping improve

someone's quality of life?

Learn - skills, hobbies, recreational

activities, art, education, vocational

development, organizational

excellence.

Heal - health, healing and

medicine, natural remedies,

parenting, counseling, psychology,

leadership, harmony.

Share - helping other people with

our time, love & resources.

Growth

Go, discover yourself!

Curiosity, Peace,

Exploration, Faith, Strength,

Boldness, Magic,

Fascination,

Creativity, Expression, Art

Healing

Love each other!

Healing, Positivity, Purpose,

Path, Plan,,

Joy, Sharing, Delight,

Enthusiasm, Emotion,

Feeling

Care

Collaboration

Build your Dreams

Ingenuity, Experience, Skill,

Design, Architect, Fashion,

Craft, Aesthetic.

Realization

Be Mindful

Silence, Go within,

contemplate, dream, create,

improvise, be aware.

(YM / LEARN)


